Cellular automata and its advances to drug therapy for HIV infection.
This paper gives an over view of the use of cellular automata (CA) model of drug therapy for HIV infection. Nonuniform CA is employed to simulate drug treatment of HIV infection, where each computational domain may contain different CA rules, in contrast to normal uniform CA models. Ordinary (or partial) differential equation models are insufficient to describe the two extreme time scales involved in HIV infection (days and decades), as well as the implicit spatial heterogeneity. Zorzenon and Coutinho [Phy Rev Lett, 16 (2001) 1] reported a cellular automata approach to simulate three-phase patterns of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection consisting of primary response, clinical latency and onset of acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS). But here we present a related model, based on non-uniform CA to study the dynamics of drug therapy of HIV infection. The main aim in this model is to simulate the four phases (acute, chronic, drug treatment responds and onset of AIDS). The results shown here indicate that both simulations (with and without treatments) evolve to the relatively same steady state (characteristics of Wolfram's class II behavior). Different kinds of drug therapies can also be simulated in this model, which can be found useful for developing a proper drug therapy.